Tips for More Equitable Grantmaking
Our Mission

The Mass Cultural Council is a state agency that promotes excellence, inclusion, education, and
diversity in the arts, humanities, and sciences, fosters a rich cultural life for all Massachusetts
residents, and contributes to the vitality of our communities and economy.
Michael’s opening points:
• Revisions to guidelines and applications will happen in the normal course of FY23 planning.
We are doing this work now to build a foundation of grantmaking concepts and their
various applications to our programs.
• Cheyenne’s role is to use these principles of equitable grantmaking to work with teams to
adjust programs in a way that is beneficial to the applicant and program staff, in that
order.
• All programs, whether old or new, can be improved in terms of accessibility, efficacy, or
process. This is an opportunity to talk through new techniques or methods we previously did
not think we could make happen.
• Programs mandated by law are understandably more rigid, but if there are ways to
improve them, let’s still talk them through.
• Some programs are niche and limited, and some should be broad and consistent. Trying to
make one type of program into the other will make it more complicated for everyone.
• The value of a program does not represent the value of the Program Officer or Manager.

Staff Questions:
CFF – When accepting new formats, like spoken answers to application questions, what do we
need to keep in mind that all stakeholders have what they need throughout the process?
CYD – Where does need based support lie within the values and priorities of the agency? And
how do we get this information if we want to use it?
UP – Is there a formal difference between “experts” who speak and teach, and “panelists” who
are chosen for panels because of “expertise?” Is there a formal pay scale for the former
category? Lived experience contributes to someone’s expertise, does it also qualify them as an
“expert?”
CIP – How do you take a value like public benefit into account when drafting review criteria and
applications?
Artists – How do you prioritize tactics with many different, and worthy, values and goals?
Public Affairs – How do we document along as we do this work to promote transparency and
accountability?
Grants – How do we balance the complex requirements and statutes with the need to simply and
pare down?
Finance – How we make a process full of technical language and paperwork more accessible?

INCLUSION
NASAA Equity Choice Points
https://nasaa-arts.org/2020/09/NASAA_EQUITY_CHOICE_POINTS.pdf
501(c)(3) Status & Minimum Budget
Grantmakers in the Arts – The Changing Place of the 501(c)(3)
https://www.giarts.org/sites/default/files/Ellis_Changing-Place-of-the-501c3.pdf
•

•

•

This eligibility requirement hampers the growth and/or stability of small or emerging
organizations that lack the capacity to meet the state's management and accountability
standards.
501(c)(3) status opens grant opportunities unavailable to other entities. Often, those
unincorporated or for-profit entities will have to be nimble and responsive to a changing
world to survive, while the consistently funded non-profit is able to subsist despite a
decreasing demand for their product and/or the relevance of their mission.
A large budget or even organization is not a proxy for the entity’s abilities or its impact and
importance in the community

Questions to consider: Organizations fill out a 990 at $50k and have a full audit at $200k. Are these
financial reports necessary for our grantmaking? What value do they reports signal to us, and
what utility do they provide?

DIVERSITY

Applications

•
•
•
•

Nonprofit AF
https://nonprofitaf.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/EquitableGrantmaking-Continuum-Full-Version-Updated-March-2021.pdf

Accept grant proposals written for other foundations
Instead of written answers, allow applicants to respond using short videos if they
choose
Do not request line-item budgets; focus on the organization’s work and outcomes
Keep applications to a length that can be completed in 3 hours or less

Demographic Data Collection
Jerome Foundation’s Re-Tool
https://www.jeromefdn.org/sites/default/files/2018-09/Re-Tool_2018.pdf
•

Anti-racist grantmakers actively collect demographic data with the intention of using the
information to address racial inequity.
o Share a statement to let applicants know why you are collecting demographic
information.
o Allow people to self-identify beyond the census categories and include a “decline
to state” option.
o For organizations, ask for the quantitative demographics of the executive
leadership, staff, board, artists served and audience.
o Track demographic information through all stages of the application and review
process to recognize any significant drops in demographics between steps.

EDUCATION

Customer Service
• Michael’s presentation slides:
Customer Service - Applicant-Centric Grant Making Guiding Principles_CP.pptx

Applicant-centric grant making means:
 We center the prospective grantee, especially the most historically underfunded,
in our review of all of our grant making processes,
 We center the prospective grantee, especially the most historically underfunded,
when trying new technologies/methods for both giving and receiving
information,
 We make our materials digestible, concise, and simplified by eliminating things
that are redundant,
 We pre-populate what we already know, and
 We support them with the goal of successfully receiving a grant.
Comprehensive support to apply
o As well as recording information sessions, create application walk-through videos to
provide more context on how to best answer the question
o Provide financial support to applicants (especially from small organizations) to
compensate for their time to apply.
o Provide translation support for non-English speaking (or ESL) applicants.
o

•

•
•

•

Communicate to applicants the requirements you have for panelist selection and training.
Direct feedback about how panelists respond is critically important for unsuccessful
applicants.
o Share the recorded panel discussions with applicants—audio clips for each
applicant can be made available.
o Provide a summary of the panel’s constructive comments through email.
Responsiveness and Availability
o Use tools like automatic email responses, deadlines, and capacity limits to help
manage and prioritize the need for help from applicants.

EXCELLENCE
Review

•

•

A “color-blind” approach denies the reality of individuals and organizations who have
experienced repeated discrimination or harm due to their race.
o Race, ethnicity and other identities are often apparent in application materials, so
implicit bias is sometimes perpetuated by the “official” exclusion of this information.
o The exclusion of race and other marginalized identities in review makes it harder to
fight the systemic injustices causing the underinvestment in those communities.
Charge the panel with the responsibility to recommend a grant roster that captures the
diversity of the field

Questions to consider: Is there diversity in race, ethnicity, gender, and generation? Are there
different cultural perspectives? Does my roster include works in more than one genre or style of
work? Is there a range of points of view, tone, or style?”
Artistic Merit & Public Benefit
Americans for the Arts - Aesthetic Perspectives
https://www.americansforthearts.org/sites/default/files/Aesthetic%20Perspectives%20Full%20Fram
ework.pdf

•
•

•

Artistic merit is predicated on access, opportunities, and the ability to navigate
educational and funding systems that privilege white dominant culture.
How can a more equitable view of artistic merit it be recognized or evidenced?
o Artist demonstrates strong technical skills and craft in the execution of their work
o Work reveals something about the world, communicating unique perspective/s,
inviting the viewer to question, discover, explore new ideas—the storytelling is
compelling
o Artist has an authentic relationship/connection to the content/ community involved
in the work
How can public value be recognized or evidenced?
o Extent to which the project serves the organization’s community or constituency
o Potential impact on local artists (including evidence of direct payment) and the
artistic field

o

Alignment of the project to the organization’s mission, audience, community,
and/or constituency

